To uphold our weekly film screenings and discussions, we will be transforming our cup of culture series into a virtual setting. Every Wednesday, we will watch a documentary or movie as a collective.

Starring Bukky Barkray as Olushola, nicknamed “Rocks,” as a black British teenage girl in London whose troubled single mother abandons her and her younger brother Emmanuel, forcing them to fend for themselves and try to avoid being taken into care by authorities with the help of loyal friend Sumaya and others. Gavron enlists a mainly female crew, including cinematographer Helene Louvart, editor Maya Maffoli, and composer Emilie Lefevre, and their empathy for the vulnerable characters lives the film. 2019

ONLINE FILM SCREENING
WED APRIL 21, 6 PM PST
Zoom Link: https://ucsb.zoom.us/j/92939106309